RULES BRIDGE`S LAKE
1.
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3 rods per angle rare allowed
Catch and release is mandatory
The fishing hast to be carried out only from the own swim
Only cradle style mats
Carp care kit is mandatory
Boat, bait boat , electric engine and echo sounder are allowed
You can place markers (not recommended)
The allowed baits are crushed maize, crushed tigers, pellets, boilies, hemp and
chickpeas, the limit is set for 2kg each day per angler
9. The use the life jacket is mandatory
10. You can use grills
11. Min diameter of line is 0,40mm
12. Mono Snagleaders are allowed
13. Rigs must discharge the lead in case of breakages
14. The car can be parked by the swim
15. To use the toilets you must walk or use a bike
16. You can´t step onto the pylons of the bridge
17. No lure fishing or float fishing
18. No leadcore
19. No open fire places
20. The baiting with maize and tigernuts is not allowed (ok as hookbait)
21. No zig rigs
22. No carp sacks (retainers ok for short periods)
23. Keeping fish overnight is not allowed
24. Cutting the vegetation is not allowed
25. No swimming
26. No high oil pellets
27. Please organize yourself in such way that the carp stays out of the water for not more
than 5 minutes. Keep scales, water bucket, carpcare kit and camera at hand.
28. No liability is taken for accidents, damages or thefts that might occur at the lake.
Important notice : These rules are not here to limit your fishing. They are here to protect the
fish and to guarantee who comes after you to enjoy his stay at the venues of Italien Carp
Lakes. Our partners on site will always be friendly and try to make your stay as comfortable
as possible.
Team Italien Carp Lakes – Oliver Hamp & Nicholas Holzer

